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Concentration phenomena in the 
conformal Brezis-Nirenberg problem 

Futoshi Takahashi 

Abstract. 

We study the blow up phenomena of least energy solutions to some 
semilinear elliptic boundary value problem (Pc,a) below on domains of 
a manifold which has a metric pointwise conformal to the Euclidean 
metric. Typical examples of our problem are set on domains of spaces 
of constant positive or negative curvature. It is known that the least 
energy solutions concentrate at one point in the domain as a parame
ter involved tends to 0. We characterize the location of concentration 
point of the least energy solutions as the maximum point of some func
tion, defined by the coefficient function, the conformal factor and the 
(Euclidean) Robin function on the domain. 

§1. Introduction. 

Main purpose of this note is to report some results recently obtained 
by the author concerning the concentration phenomena of some solutions 
to a semilinear elliptic boundary value problem with variable coefficient. 

Let D C R N ( N 2: 3) be a smooth bounded domain and p E 
C 2 (D),p(x) > 0 be given. On D, we consider a metric g = p2 (x)g0 

which is pointwise conformal to a standard metric g0 on R N. 

We consider the problem 

{ 
L 9 u = u 2*-l + ca(x)u 

(Ps,a) U > 0 
ulaD = 0 
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in D, 
in D, 
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where 2* = 2N/(N- 2) is the critical Sobolev exponent, c: > 0 and 
a E C 2 (D) is a given function. 

is called the conformal Laplacian relative to 9, where !:l9 = p-N div(pN - 2 

'\7) is the Laplace-Beltrami operator and 89 is the scalar curvature with 
respect to 9. 

If the conformal factor p = 1, the problem (Pc:,a) was studied in the 
celebrated paper by Brezis and Nirenberg [6] more than twenty years 
ago, and since then a large number of studies concerning this type of 
equations involving the critical Sobolev exponent have been done. In this 
note, we call the problem (Pc:,a) the conformal Brezis-Nirenberg problem. 

Typical examples of our problem are the followings: First is a con
formal Brezis-Nirenberg problem on the spherical domain: 

(1) { 

A + N(N-2) -u8 Nu 4 u 
u>O 
uiav = 0 

= u 2*-l + ca(x)u in D, 
inD, 

where D c R N and ( D' 9+) is a spherical domain. That is, let n : sN -t 

RN be the stereographic projection from the south pole, then the pair 
(D,9+) is a canonical representation of the domain n-1 (D) C SN. Here 
f:lsN = f:lg+, 9+ is a COnformal metric on the sphere SN 

2 
P+(x) = 1 + lxl2 

which has the constant scalar curvatureS+ = N(N- 1). 
Next is a conformal Brezis-Nirenberg problem on the hyperbolic 

domain: 

{ 
-LlHNU- N(~-2)u = u 2*-l + ca(x)u in D, 

(2) u > 0 in D, 
uiav = 0 

where D C Bf (0) C RN. Here LlHN = !:l9_, g_ is a conformal metric 
on theN-dimensional hyperbolic space HN 

2 
g_ = p~(x)go, P-(x) = 1 -lxl2 

which has the constant scalar curvature S_ = -N(N - 1). We call 
( D, 9-) is a hyperbolic domain. 
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One of motivations to study this type of problem comes from the 
famous Yamabe problem in Differential Geometry: 

Let ( M, g) be a compact manifold. On ( M, g), can one find a metric 
g which is conformal tog such that the scalar curvature of g is a constant, 

4(N-1) ? say ~ . 
If we set a metric g = u4f(N - 2) g for some positive function u on M, 

this problem is equivalent to solve the equation 

onM, 
onM. 

Thus our equation can be considered as a perturbed version of the equa
tion in Yamabe problem, when the given metric g is already a conformal 
metric to the standard one. 

When the conformal factor p =/= 1, the boundary value problem of 
the form 

{ 
-t19 u = u 2'-l + a(x)u 
u>O 
ulaD = 0 

in D, 
in D, 

has been treated in [1]; see also [2], [3], [4] and [18] for the case of the 
spaces of constant curvature. Especially in these papers, the influence 
of the conformal factor p and the coefficient function a on the existence 
of positive solutions was investigated. 

On the other hand when p = 1, many authors studied the concen
tration phenomena of blowing up solutions to (PE:,a) as E ----+ 0; See [7], 
[10], [16], [17], [14], [19] and references therein. 

Main Theorem in this note concerns the concentration phenomena 
of the problem (PE:,a) when the conformal factor p =/= 1. 

If N ::::0: 4 and a(x) > 0 somewhere on D, solutions to (PE:,a) can be 
obtained as a scalar multiple of minimizers to the constrained minimiza
tion problem 

where E = { u E HJ(D,pN dx)l JD iul 2 * pN dx = 1 }. It is known thatleast 
energy solutions uE: thus obtained concentrate at one point as E ----+ 0 in 
the sense that after passing to a subsequence, 
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for some x 00 E D as E --+ 0 in the sense of measures, where S is the best 
Sobolev constant. In the following, we call x 00 a concentration point of 
(the subsequence of) u10 as E --+ 0. 

We characterize the location of concentration point of the least en
ergy solutions 1110 to (P10 ,a) as follows. 

Theorem 1.1. Let N ;=:: 4. Assume that D+ :={xED: a(x) > 0} =/= ¢;. 
Let X 00 be a concentration point of least energy solutions 1110 to (P10 ,a) 
constructed in Proposition 2.2 below. Then: 

(1) X 00 ED+, and 
(2) x 00 maximizes the function 

F( ) = {a(x)p2(x)}¥ 
x R(x) ' 

here R(x) is the (positive) Robin function of -~90 acting on HJ(D). 
By definition, the Robin function on D is 

R(x) = H(x, x) 

where H(x, y) is the regular part of the Green's function G(x, y) relative 
to -~90 under the Dirichlet boundary condition: 

1 2-N 
H(x, y) = (N ) lx- al - G(x, y), 

-2 WN 

here w N is the ( N - 1) dimensional volume of sN -l. 

When p = a = 1, it is shown that any concentration point of the 
general one point blow up solutions must be a critical point of the Robin 
function; see [17] and [10]. Recently, Molle and Pistoia [14] treated the 
problem (P10 ,a) when p = 1 and a =f. 1, and they showed that the concen
tration points of general one point blow up solutions are critical points 
of the function F in Theorem 1.1. In fact, Molle and Pistoia studied 
the concentration phenomena of equations with more general perturba
tion term, which may be sub-critical or even super-critical nonlinearity. 
Their main result says that any concentration point must be a critical 
point of some function defined on D which involves the Robin function, 
coefficient function a(x) and the exponent of perturbation term. 

On the other hand, if we strengthen the assumption and when we 
treat only the least energy solutions, concentration points of the least 
energy solutions are the minimum points of the Robin function when 
p =a= 1 [19]. This result can be extended to the case a =f. 1 [20]. Our 
proof of Theorem 1.1 heavily depends on the method used in [19] [20] 
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which originates from [21] [11], and the simple transformation technique 
using the invariance of the conformal Laplacian. 

§2. Least energy solutions. 

First, we define some notations. The gradient operator, Laplacian, 
and the volume element with respect to the conformal metric g = p2 (x)g0 

are \79 = p- 1\790 , 6.9 = p-Ndiv(pN- 2 \790 ), and dvol9 = pNdx respec
tively. From now on, we will write tl = 6.90 , \7 = \7 90 . Also we define 
Sobolev spaces 

and 

(3) 

H 1(D,pN dx) 

llull~fl(D,pN) 

{u E Lfoc(D): lluiiHl(D,pN) < oo}, 

l (l\7 9 ul 2 + lul 2 )dvol9 , 

HJ(D,pN dx) = COO(D)IIIIHl(npNJ. 

For u E HJ(D,pN dx), we define v E HJ(D) as 

N-2 
v = up-2-. 

Then by direct calculation using the formula 

tl N-2 N- 2 s ~ 
- p 2 = 4(N- 1) gP 2 N 2: 3, 

we have 

(4) 

and 

First, we show some nonexistence result of the problem (PE,a)· 

Proposition 2 .1. Let D C R N be a star-shaped domain with respect to 
the origin (measured by the standard metric go) and 

then (PE,a) has no nontrivial solution. 
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Especially, if 

a(x)( 1 -lxl 2 )+~x-Va<O inDcRN, 
1 + lxl 2 2 -

(resp. 

( 1+lxl2) 1 
a(x) 1- lxl2 + 2x. \la:::; 0 in D c Bf(O), 

) then the conformal Brezis-Nirenberg problem on the spherical (resp. 
hyperbolic) domain has no nontrivial solution for star-shaped D C RN 
(resp. D C Bf (0)). 

Proof: If u E HJ(D,pN dx) is a solution of (Pc:,a), then v E HJ(D) 
defined by (3) is a solution of 

(6) { 
-~v = v2*-l + ca(x)p2 (x)v in D, 
v > 0 in D, 
view= 0. 

Now, recall the Pohozaev identity [15] to the problem 

{ -~v = f(x, v) 
view = 0. 

in D, 

N l F(x,v)dx- ( N; 2 ) l vf(x,v)dx + l x · 'lxF(x,v)dx 

11 (av) 2 
= - (x · v) - ds 

2 EJD 8v 

where v denotes the unit outer normal of the boundary of D and F(x, v) 
= J0v f(x, t)dt. Applying this identity to (6), we have 

c l (ap2 + ~x. \l(ap2)) v2dx =~laD (x ·v) (~~r ds. 

Right hand side is nonnegative by the star-shapedness of D, then we 
obtain the conclusion. 

D 

On the other hand, we can obtain nontrivial solutions by using the 
result of Brezis-Nirenberg, at least N 2:: 4. 

Proposition 2.2. Let N 2:: 4. Assume a(x) > 0 somewhere on D. 
Then there exists a nontrivial solution to (Pc:,a) for sufficiently small 
c > 0. 
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Proof: To find a nontrivial solution to (Pc:,a), let us consider the con
strained minimization problem 

(7) s~~2 := inf { r Lgu. u dvolg- E r a(x)u2 dvolg} 
uEE }D JD 

where E = {u E HJ(D,pN dx)l JD Jul 2 ' dvol9 = 1}. 

By using (4) and (5), we can rewrite S~~2 in (7) as 

(8) S~~2 = inf { r i'Vvl 2dx- E r a(x)p2 (x)v 2dx}, 
vEEo }D JD 

where Eo= {v E HJ(D)I JD lvl 2* dx = 1}. 
Now, we recall the result of Brezis-Nirenberg: 

Lemma 2.3.([6]) Let N 2': 4. Assume E > 0 small such that -~ -
m(x)p2 (x) is coercive. Then the following conditions 

(1) a(x) > 0 somewhere on D, 

(2) s~~2 < s, 
(3) s~~2 is achieved 

are equivalent. 
By this Lemma, we have v~ E Eo which is an S~~2-minimizer for 

(8). As usual we can assume v~ > 0 and if we set v6 = (S~~2)(N-Z)f4v~, 
N-2 1 N then v = V6 satisfies (6). Now, set u6 = p--2-vo:, u6 E H 0 (D,p dx). 

Then we easily see u6 is a solution to the problem (Pc:,a)· 
D 

From now on, we call U6 in Proposition 2.2 as the least energy solu
tion of (P6 ,a)· 

In [1], the authors extend the Concentration-Compactness Alterna
tive of P. Lions [12] [13] to the spaces of conformal metrics ([1] Theorem 

17). Using this and the fact that S~~2 = S + o(1) as E --> 0, we can 
check that the least energy solutions to (Pc:,a) makes one point blow up 
phenomena: after passing to a subsequence, we have 

for some X 00 E D. Theorem 1.1 characterizes the location of concen
tration point of least energy solutions thus obtained by the method of 
Brezis and Nirenberg. 

In the rest of this section, we make some remark on the case N = 3. 
By the recent result of Druet ( [8]; see also [9]) which solves the conjecture 
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proposed by H. Brezis in [5] affirmatively, we can state the following 
proposition on the minimization problem (7). 

Proposition 2.4. Let N = 3. Assume c > 0 small such that -~
ca(x)p2 (x) is coercive. Then the following conditions 

{1) 3x E D such that Ra,p(x) < 0 

{2) s~;2 < s, 
{3) s~;2 is achieved 

are equivalent. 
Here Ra,p(x) = Ha,p(x, x), Ha,p(x, y) = 4~ lx- Yl- 1 - Ga,p(x, y) 

is the regular part of the Green function Ga,p of the operator -~ -
ca(x)p2 (x), that is, G = Ga,p is the distributional solution of 

{ -~xG(x, y)- ca(x)p2 (x)G(x, y) = Oy in D, 
Glav = 0. 

Thus in the case N = 3, the global nature of a(x) affects on the 
existence of the least energy solutions. 

§3. Sketch of proof of Theorem. 

In this section, we will sketch the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let k(x) = 
a(x)p2 (x) and consider 

For a given sequence en --+ 0, let v~" be a minimizer for (9) and 
define 

N-2 O 
Vn = s-4-V"". 

Then we see that Vn and u"" have the same concentration point X 00 and 
I'Vvnl 2dx--' sNI2oxx in the sense of measures on D. 

Now, by a result of Rey ([17] Proposition 2), we know there exists 
(an, An, an) E R+ X R+ x D such that 

(10) 
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holds true for n large, where 

N-2 

Ctn --t etN = (N(N- 2))-4 , 

an --t Xoo, 

An 
0 where dn = dist(an, 8D), --t 

dn 
Wn E EAn,an.l 

Wn --t 0 in HJ(D) 

as n--> oo. Here for>.> 0 and a ED, PU>..,a(x) denotes the projection 
of U>..,a to HJ(D), where 

(11) U>..,a(x) = ().2 + ~~- al2) N:;2' X ERN 

and 

E>..,a ={wE HJ(D): 0 = £ V'w · V'PU>..,adx 

{ V'w · V'( 8
8 PU>..,a)dx (i = 1, · · · , N) 

lv ai 

l V'w · V'(:). PU>..,a)dx}. 

By using this expression (10), we will have the precise asymptotics 
of the value Sen,k as n--> oo. Detailed proof can be found in [20]. 

First two lemmas concern the HJ and £ 2 norm of the main part and 
are well known. 

Lemma 3.1. As n--> oo, we have 

fv1V'PU>..n,anl 2dx = N(N- 2)A- (N- 2) 2w'JvR(an)>.;(- 2 

where 

+ 0 ( ~% I log(~= ) I) , 
A - { u2* d - r(N/2) N/2 

- jRN 1,0 X - r(N) 7r • 

Lemma 3.2. We have 

lk(x)PUt,an dx = k(an)wNCN>.~ + o(>.~) as n--> oo, 
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when N ~ 5, where 

and 

as n ---> oo when N = 4. 
By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have 

Proposition 3.3. (Asymptotic behavior of S"n,k) As n ---> oo, we 
have 

when N :::::· 5, and 

when N = 4. 
To proceed further, we need the nondegeneracy result first shown 

by Rey ([17] Appendix D). 
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Lemma 3.4. There exists a constant C > 0 which depends only on the 
dimension N such that for any Wn E E>.",a"' 

holds true. 
Furthermore, we need the appropriate bound ofthe value S€n,k from 

the above. The following Lemma is proved by the same argument of 
Lemma 2.7 in [19]. 

Lemma 3.5.(Upper bound of S,;,k) For any y ED such that k(y) > 0 
and p > 0, there exists co = co(y, p) such that if c E (0, co), then the 
followings hold: 

when N 2: 5, and 

S < S _ Sck(y)w4 ex (- 8w4R(y) + ck(y)/e + 2p) 
e,k - l6Ae p ck(y) 

when N = 4. 
Indeed, note that k(y) is a positive constant for fixed y ED+. Only 

we have to do is to test the functional 

defined for 'ljJ E HJ(D) \ {0} by the function of the form 

Here for y E D+ and c > 0, A,;(y) is chosen to be the unique minimum 
point of the function 

when N 2: 5, where 
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and it gives the minimum value 

The argument is similar when N = 4, by considering the function 

where 
S (w2) CA = 2 ; R(y), 

Now we sketch the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. We 
only treat the case N ~ 5, but the case N = 4 is similar. 

Again, the following elementary fact is important in the argument: 
For constants CA,CB > 0, the function 

has the unique global minimum value 

(12) T~~j(A) = s- (Z = ~) CB eN ~c~cA) N~4 
First, we prove that k(an) > 0 for n sufficiently large. Assume the 

contrary that there exists a subsequence such that k(an) ::::; 0. In addition 
if k(an) ::::; -C < 0 for some C > 0 independent of n, Proposition 3.3 
and Lemma 3.4 yield a contradiction to the factS> SEn,k by Brezis and 
Nirenberg~ Thus it must be hold that k(an) ----> 0 for a sequence with 
k(an) ::::; 0. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and the 
estimate of the Robin function 

(13) R(an) = (N -12)wN (2~n) N-2 + o (dd-2) 
([17]), we have C1 > 0 independent of n such that 

S > SEn,k ~ S + ClA;[-2 - (k(an)K + Pn)cnA~ 

for some Pn > 0, Pn ----> 0. Here K = ~~N-~~A. Therefore we must have 

CB(n) := Kk(an) + Pn > 0 

for n large. Thus by (12), we obtain 
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Connecting this with the upper bound 

1+~ SEn ,k :::; S - ::JC2cn -

for some C2 > 0, which is assured by Lemma 3.5, we have a contradiction 
since we have seen that CB(n) ___, 0 as n ___, 0. Thus we have proved 
k(an) > 0 for n sufficiently large. 

The same argument shows that when k(an) > 0 for n sufficiently 
large, it cannot happen that k(x00 ) = limn_,00 k(an) = 0. 

Next, we will show that the blow up point X 00 is not on the bound
ary aD. Indeed, suppose the contrary. Then Xoo E aD and dn = 
d(an, aD) ___, 0 as n ___, oo. Then, as before, by Proposition 3.3, Lemma 
3.4, the estimate (13) and the fact k(an) ~ :3C > 0 for large n, we can 
find constants C 1 , C2, C3 > 0 such that 

SEn,k S + S ( N; 2 ) ( w;) R(an)A;:- 2 

Enk(an) (N~:-C~A) A~ 
+ sC2-N)/2 { IIY'wnlli2- N(N + 2) l u;~~:,,- 2)w~dx} 

(>,N-2) 
+ o d~- 2 +o(IIY'wniii2(!l)) +o(cnA~) 

> 

> 

N-2 2(N-2) N-2 

S- C3s;:- 4 dnN- 4 = S + o(s!:- 4 ), 

since we assume dn ___, 0. Here we used (12) in deriving the second 
inequality. 

N-2 N-2 

On the other hand, we know that SEn,k:::; s- cs::-4 +o(s::- 4 ) for 
some C > 0 by Lemma 3.5. This contradicts the above estimate, so we 
conclude that X 00 is in the interior of D. 

Now, Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and dn ~ ::JC > 0 uniformly in n 
indeed imply that 

SEn,k = s + cA;.;:-2 - CBA~ +(error term) 

where 
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for some constants C1, C2 > 0. Thus 

2 

S > S- C c(N-2)/(N-4)k(a ) ( k(an)) N=4 
cn,k - 3 n n R(an) 

again by (12). 
On the other hand, Lemma 3.5 gives an upper bound 

2 

S < S- (C - p)c(N-2)/(N-4)k(y) ( k(y)) N=4 
cn,k- 3 n R(y) 

for any y E D+ and p > 0 sufficiently small. Therefore by connecting 
these, we have 

2 

-C c(N-2)/(N-4)k(a ) ( k(an)) N-4 

3 n n R(an) 
2 

< -(C - ) (N-2)/(N-4)k( ) ( k(y)) N-4 
_ 3 Pen Y R(y) · 

N-2 

Dividing both sides by cF, letting n ---> oo and p ---> 0, we check 
that x 00 will maximize 

2 

k(y) (~~~~) N-
4 = (F(y)) N~4. 

This proves the Theorem. D 

§4. Examples. 

Here we show some examples of Theorem 1.1 in case that the domain 
is a ball and the coefficient function a ( x) = I x 12. 

First, the conformal Brezis-Nirenberg problem on the spherical do
main (BL(O),g+) (L > 0) with a(x) = lxl 2 is 

as 

{ 
-l:isNU + N(~-2)u = u2*-l + clxl 2u, 
u>O 
ulasL(o) = 0. 

in BL(O), 
in BL(O), 

Note that the explicit form of the Robin function on BL(O) is known 

( 
I 12)2-N 

R(x) =CN L- ~ 
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where CN = (N- 2)- 1wj\/. 
By Theorem 1.1, we know that the concentration point of least en

ergy solutions is a maximum point of 

F(x) = {a(x)p~(x)}¥ = C (lxi(L2 -lxi2))N-2 
R(x) N,L 1 + lxl2 

for some constant CN,L > 0. Thus an easy calculation shows X 00 E 

Br* (0), where 

-(L2 + 3) + y'(L2 + 3)2 + 4L2 
2 (< L). 

If the spherical domain is an upper hemisphere (B1 (0),g+), then r* 

J -2 + V5 ~ 0.486. 
The conformal Brezis-Nirenberg problem on the hyperbolic domain 

(BL(O),g_) (0 < L < 1) with a(x) = lxl2 is 

{ 

-t6.HNU- N(~- 2)u = u2*-l + Elxl2u, 
u>O 
ulasL(o) = 0. 

in B£(0), 
in B£(0), 

In this case the concentration point of least energy solutions is a 
maximum point of 

F( ) = {a(x)p~(x)}¥ = C (lxi(L2 -lxi2))N-2 
x R(x) N,L 1- lxl2 ' 

thus X 00 E Br• (0) where 

J 3- L2- y'(3- L2)2- 4L2 
r*= 2 (<L). 
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